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Jose Luis Rodriguez: Guitar & Composition
Gustavo Matamoros: Electronics
Niurca Marquez: Dance & Choreography
Alex Jordan: Guitar
Alexey Taran & Carla Forte: Light Design, Art-Film
Estrella Morena: Special Guest on video
Manul J. Gago: Special Guest Recording Voice
Gary Lund: Teq. Director

.- I have attended music concerts for over 25 years. Over the 
years it has become apparent that there are three types of 
performances…Rational/technical performances, Intuitive/feeling 
performances and the rare performance which encompasses both the 
rational and intuitive faculties. Jose-Luis Rodriguez’s show 
‘Resonancias’ definitely falls into the latter category where all performers/
artists involved have mastered the rational and intuitive sides of 
performance. 

‘Resonancias’ is a multi-media effort which incorporates 
acoustic finger-style guitar, electronic pre-recorded sound and video, 
lighting and dance. The ending result is original, edgy, exciting and off 

the beaten path. One would be hard pressed to find anything else like it 
and definitely holds its place in the forefront of modern visual and aural 
art.

It is fascinating that Jose-Luis Rodriguez, a true master of the 
guitar, is able to weave modern melodic/chordal ideas into his music 
making and yet never strays from, nor abandons, the beauty and 
tradition of flamenco. The ending result is a feel and sound that is full of 
life, never contrived and not to be missed.

As stated earlier, Resonancias is a multi-media event. Alex 
Jordan, guitarist extraordinaire, was able to support, add to and weave in 
and out of Jose-Luis’ musical ideas. Alex Jordan never outshined nor 
stayed submissive to Jose-Luis Rodriguez. The two guitarists 
complimented each other perfectly to the point of sounding as one. 

Gustavo Matamoros (Electronics and Sound Design), Alexey 
Taran (Direction, Scenery and Light Design) and Carla Forte (Video Art) 
were the masters in charge of creating and envisioning the pre-recorded 
visual/aural side of the show. This element of pre-recorded audio and 
visual effects served a fundamental role in maintaining a continuous, 
through-composed feel to ‘Resonancias’.

It seems as if Jose-Luis Rodriguez had a vision of removing the 
spotlight from the performers and shifted the audiences focus to the 
experience of the show as a whole. This was achieved by dove-tailing 
the audio/visual with the live music and dance. At various points 
throughout the show the audience was compelled to show their 
appreciation by using applause. However, the audience also recognized 
and understood that ‘Resonancias’ was a journey best experienced in 
silence and contemplation. 

Last but certainly not least, was the addition of the magnificent 
vision and lines created by Niurca Marquez. Niurca Marquez has 
harnessed and refined her ability to allow sound, rhythm and emotion to 
pour through her body which ultimately manifests itself as expression 
through line. Niurca Marquez’s ideas never feel forced or pre-conceived. 
It as if she has the rare ability to completely submit to the moment. Mrs. 
Marquez somehow captures and then brings to life, through form and 
line, the multi-faceted, intangible complexities that sound and rhythm 
produce in one’s mind. It is safe to say that Niurca Marquez holds her 
own special place amongst the great choreographer/dancers of the past 
and present.

‘Resonancias’ proves that the avant-garde all too rarely takes 
place in the large, well-attended popular venues. Rather, one must dig 
deeper to find the avant-garde in art as it is taking place on a daily basis 
in the homes of our neighbors…and at times we are lucky enough to 
support and observe a show of such high artistic caliber as is 
‘Resonancias’.   
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